Abstract. We prove that any Morita equivalence between some blocks with Abelian defect groups and cyclic inertia quotients for p-solvable groups is basic.
1.
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with an algebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p; further we assume that the quotient K of O is a splitting field for all finite groups below. Throughout the paper, all O-modules are finitely generated and O-algebras are O-free; an O-subalgebra of any O-algebra A does not necessarily contain the identity element 1 A of A and any homomorphism between two O-algebras does not necessarily preserve their identity elements. For an O-algebra A, we denote by J(A) the Jacobson radical of A and by A * the multiplicative group of all invertible elements of A. For a ring A, we denote by A
• its opposite ring; if A is an O-algebra, so is A
• . Let G be a finite group. Obviously the map G −→ G, x → x −1 induces an O-algebra isomorphism
• between OG and (OG)
• ; in particular, (OG)
• becomes an OG-interior algebra (see 3) through
• . Let b be a block idempotent of the group algebra OG and let b
• be the image of b in (OG)
• through • . Then the algebra isomorphism
• induces an OG-interior algebra isomorphism (see 3) between OGb
• and (OGb)
• , still denoted by • for convenience. Let G be another group and let b be a block idempotent of the group algebra OG . The O-algebra isomorphism
• above between block algebras applied to G and b always allows us to identify an (OGb, 
where M * is the dual of M . Let P be a vertex of the O(G × G )-module M and let the OP -module S be a source module of M . If S 3. Now we are ready to introduce some concepts for a remark on Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group and let OG be the group algebra of G over O. An OG-interior algebra A is an O-algebra A endowed with a unitary O-algebra homomorphism ρ : OG → A. For any g ∈ G and a ∈ A, we define the left multiplication of g on A by ga = ρ(g)a and the right multiplication of g on A by ag = aρ(g). Let A be another OG-interior algebra. An O-algebra homomorphism f : A → A is said to be OG-interior if for any g ∈ G and a ∈ A,
Furthermore f is an embedding of OG-interior algebras A and A if f is injective and Im(f ) = f (1 A )A f (1 A ). We can also endow the tensor product A ⊗ O A with an OG-interior algebra structure through the homomorphism
Remark 4. Keep the same assumption as in Theorem 2. Let M be an O(G × G )-module inducing a Morita equivalence between OGb and OG b in Theorem 2, let P be a vertex of it and let the OP -module S be a source of it. By Theorem 2, the OP -module S is an endo-permutation module. Let σ and σ be the projections of P into G and G , respectively, and set P = σ(P ) and P = σ (P ). Then by [8, Cor. 7.4 and Th. 6.9] , the group homomorphisms σ : P −→ P and σ : P −→ P are isomorphisms, P and P are defect groups of b and b , respectively, and there exist defect pointed groups P γ of b and P γ of b such that we have the following OP -interior algebra embedding:
5.
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 2, we first start with the structure of source algebras of block algebras for p-solvable groups. It is well known that blocks of finite p-solvable groups were first systematically investigated by P. Fong [1] , who determined their character theory; a complete characterization of their source algebras has been given in [8] ; similar references also include [3] and [5] .
Let G be a finite p-solvable group and let b be a block of the group algebra OG with a defect pointed group P γ ; suppose that P is Abelian. Then from [5 
Since L is a p -group and O * /k 
In this case, k * can be identified with a subgroup of ((OG) P γ )
* and then the group
In the embedding (5.1), if we chooseL to be a k * -group, then by [10, Prop. 5.11] and [4, 2.12 
• is isomorphic toL as k * -groups. Proof. Let ∆(P ) be the diagonal subgroup of P × P and let σ and σ be the projections of ∆(P ) into the first and second factor; obviously σ and σ are group isomorphisms. Considering the OP -module S as an O∆(P )-module through the isomorphism σ, we can restate the OP -interior algebra embedding as the following: Set P = Im(σ), P = Im(ρ) and P = Im(ρ ). Let π and π be the projections of P × P into P and P . It is easy to check that we have the
Lemma 8. Let P be a common p-subgroup of finite groups G and G and let b (resp. b ) be a block of G (resp. G ) and let P γ (resp. P γ ) be a defect pointed group of b (resp. b ). If there exist an indecomposable OP -module S and an embedding of OPinterior algebras
for x ∈ P, y ∈ P and d ∈ OG . Moreover as an O(P × P )-module,
where P \ G /P denotes a set of all representatives of the double cosets of P in G and
for any z ∈ P \ G /P . So now we can conclude that the order of a vertex of any indecomposable direct summand of Ind 10. Let G and G be finite p-solvable groups and let b and b be blocks of the group algebras OG and OG with defect pointed groups P γ and P γ , respectively. We also assume that P and P are Abelian and that E G (P γ ) and E G (P γ ) are cyclic. Since G is p-solvable, by (5.1) and Remarks 6 and 7, there exists an indecomposable endo-permutation OP -module S, a p -subgroup L of Aut(P ) and a k * -groupL with k * -quotient L such that there exists the following embedding of OP -interior algebras:
where the action ofL on P lifts that of L on P andL is isomorphic toÊ
Therefore the embedding (10.1) can be restated as Note that if P is an Abelian group and E is an Abelian p -subgroup of Aut(P ), then P E is a p-constrained group, and the group algebra O(P E) itself is a block algebra with the unique defect pointed group P {1} . In greater generality, we will prove in Theorem 14 below that any Morita equivalence between such group algebras O(P E) is basic, thus Theorem 2 is proved. In order to do so, we also need [8, Theorem B] to hold over O for the group algebra O(P E). For a finite group G, by I(OG) we always denote the augmentation ideal of the group algebra OG.
Lemma 11. Assume that O contains a primitive p-th unity root ζ and

Lemma 12. Assume that P is a p-group and E is a p -subgroup of Aut(P ). Then the image of any p-subgroup Q of 1 + I(O(P E)) centralizing P in
Proof. Assume that O contains a primitive p-th unity root ζ; then pO = (ζ − 1) p−1 O. Obviously P acts on the group P E by conjugation and P E is divided into a disjoint of P -orbits on P E. Let I be a set of representatives of all these P -orbits and let J g be a set of representatives of all left cosets of C P (g) in P for any g ∈ I; then any element a ∈ C O(P E) (P ) can be written in the sum
Assume that p is odd and consider the sum n∈P/C P (g) ngn −1 . If P = C P (g), then by our assumption, g ∈ Z(P ), and if |P :
Since Q is contained in 1 + I(O(P E)), the image of Q in
Thus by Lemma 11, the image of Q in OE is trivial. Assume that p is equal to 2. If |P : C P (g)| = 2 α > 1, where α = 1, then as in the case of p being odd, it is easy to check that the class sum n∈J g ngn −1 ∈
I(OP )O(P E) + 4O(P E)
. Now suppose that |P : C P (g)| = 2. Consider the quotient group P/Φ(P ) of P by the Frattini subgroup and let g p be the p -part of g.
In that case, g p induces a nontrivial p -automorphism of P/Φ(P ) and we have a g p -stable short exact sequence as the following:
Then by Maschke's Theorem,
as a g p -module. Since g p centralizes C P (g)/Φ(P ) and P/C P (g), so does g p on P/Φ(P ) and further on P . By the assumption on P E, we have that g p = 1. This contradicts the equality C P (g p ) = C P (g). Thus C P (g p ) = P since |P : C P (g)| = 2. By the assumption on P E again, g p ∈ P , g p = 1 and g ∈ P . Therefore the class sum n∈J g ngn −1 ∈ O + I(OP )O(P E). Now it is clear that the image of
Then by Lemma 11 again, the image of Q in OE is trivial. Finally suppose that O does not contain a p-th primitive unity root and let
, where ζ is a p-th primitive unity root. By the hypothesis, Q is contained in 1 + I(Ô(P E)) and the image of Q in
is trivial; thus the image of Q in O(P E) I(OP )O(P E) is trivial.
Proposition 13. Assume that P is a p-group and E is a p -subgroup of Aut(P ).
Then any p-subgroup Q of 1 + I(O(P E)) centralizing P is a subgroup of P .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that Q = c .
Consider 
where U j is a subgroup of P × P × Q and O U j is the trivial OU j -module. Since O(P E) is projective as left and right OP -modules, it is easily concluded that
for any j and that |U j | = |P ||Q| for any j.
We claim that for any j, there exists some z j ∈ P and some θ j ∈ Aut(P ) such that
O U j and assume that the stabilizer of a 1 is U j . On the one hand, since U j ∩ 1 × P × 1 = 1, for any x ∈ P , there exists a unique x ∈ P such that xa 1 = a 1 x ; so we can define a map
Since U j ∩ P × 1 × 1 = 1, it is easily checked that the map θ is a group isomorphism and that {(x, θ(x), 1)|x ∈ P } is a subgroup of U j . On the other hand, for any i ∈ Z, there exists a unique z j ∈ P such that we have that a 1 z
Obviously the cardinality of the latter set is equal to |P ||Q|. So
Obviously O(P E) as an O(P E × P × Q)-module is indecomposable and relatively projective to P × P × Q. Then by Higman's Criterion on relatively projective modules, O(P E) is a direct summand of
Therefore there exists some j such that
This means that there exists u ∈ O(P E) such that O(P E)u = O(P E) and u is stable under the action of U j ; that is, u is a unit of O(P E) and u = uz −1 j c; thus c ∈ P . Theorem 14. Let P (resp. P ) be an Abelian p-group and E (resp. E ) be an Abelian p -subgroup of Aut(P ) (resp. Aut(P )). Set G = P E and G = P E .
If the O(G × G )-module M induces a Morita equivalence between group algebras
OG and OG , then the following hold: Proof. Let V be a KG -module. Then it is well known that there is a full OGlattice W in V . Since all simple modules of kG have dimension 1, 
since k ⊗ O M induces a Morita equivalence between kG and kG , which preserves composition chains of kG -modules. It is more or less known that 
Since M is projective as a left OG-module, M is isomorphic to OG as left OGmodules. Similarly, M is isomorphic to OG as right OG -modules. Therefore there exists m ∈ M such that M = OGm and for any x ∈ OG , there exists x ∈ OG such that xm = mx . Moreover if another y ∈ OG also fulfils ym = mx , then (x − y)m = 0 and thus x = y. Now we can define an O-algebra homomorphism ρ : OG −→ OG, x → x such that xm = mx . Up to now, the proof of (14.1) is done.
